
The workforce represents every organisation s most valuable asset and largest controllable 
expense too. But with many organisations operating multiple shift patterns and with flexible 
and remote working practices now commonplace, gaining the transparency you need to 
drive efficiency and make bottom line savings is no easy task.

Powerful, flexible and easy to use

hfx s cloud based Imperago Time & Attendance and 
Workforce Management is a powerful, robust, flexible 
and cost-effective solution, designed to be both user
friendly and extremely easy to maintain.

hfx Imperago provides a comprehensive solution 
that includes:

   Data capture using the latest smart device technology 
   and mobile apps 

   Software that runs locally and in the cloud

   Fast installation with no messy disruptive wiring

   No costly server upgrades and ongoing maintenance 
   costs required

   Integration with hfx Imperago Access Control

   Full open APIs for integration with existing third party 
   HR and Payroll systems

   Nationwide technical support from engineers based 
   throughout the UK

Don t miss out on the benefits hfx s cloud based 
Imperago Time & Attendance system offers:

   Accurate and automated timesheets and payroll 
   process 

   Real time data collection and instant views

   Reduction of absence, time theft and overtime

   Multi site operation, even worldwide

   Enforce compliance to employment regulations, such
   as the Working Time Directive

   Improved efficiency, reduction in labour costs and 
   increased profit

   Efficient management reporting, improved productivity 
   and reduced administration

   Fully hosted cloud system  no waiting for a lengthy
   software implementation project or server upgrade

Gain real time visibility of your entire workforce attendance 
and location anytime, anywhere. Monitor staff absences
and control staff leave like never before. Easily assign 
staff to shifts to boost productivity without impacting 
payroll accuracy and compliance.

With an all in one Service as a Solution package, paid for monthly, with no capital 
expenditure or heavy up front fees, you will see a fast return on your investment.

Imperago
Time & Attendance 



hfx Imperago Time & Attendance is compatible with a 
huge range of data collection devices suitable for every 
environment and working scenarios allowing you to 
capture data quickly, accurately and conveniently and 
centralise the management of your workforce in a single 
system.

We can provide the latest biometrics, hand, finger and 
face recognition terminals, using the latest smart devices. 
Card and finger recognition readers are also available in 
EM, Mifare and HID Proximity formats. 

Remote workers can register their attendance using a 
variety of mobile application options, including geofencing, 
iBeacon and QRcode.

Connection directly to the cloud means the system 
requires minimal networking and less impact on your 
existing infrastructure.

Contract based rule configuration

A fully customisable rules engine enables users to attach 
customised working rules & pay rates to each employee 
based on their contract, allowing the system to perfectly 
replicate your business operations. Templates are available 
for flexitime, annualised hours and shift based workers 
for quick set up.

Time based solution  shift management made 
easy

Unlike most other systems which attach rules to the 
shifts people work, hfx Imperago Time & Attendance 
has been developed as a fully time-based solution to 
improve usability, reduce administration time and eliminate 
scope for errors. Once the rules are attached to individual 
profiles they adjust accordingly and the pay rates are 
automatically applied to the working time, no matter 
when the shifts start end length.

Because shifts are based on a period of time and are 
not a means to decide payment, this reduces the need 
to create multiple shifts or duplicate shifts with different 
rules, saving considerable administration time, reducing 
costly mistakes and ensuring payroll accuracy.

Full integration with other workforce solutions

hfx Imperago Time & Attendance fully integrates with 
hfx Imperago Flexitime, hfx Imperago Access Control and 
EveryOneCloud and provides a dynamic API interface to 
mainstream HR, HCM and Payroll systems, allowing you 
to share data seamlessly in almost real time.

To find out more about hfx and our solutions please call 01438 822170, 
email sales@hfx.co.uk or visit www.hfx.co.uk


